state going backwards
traditional rationale of state gone
political economy
state can't protect itself

global warming

technology

the planet

can't stop emissions as it makes states uncompetitive economically
financial crisis

causes

e.g. nuclear weapons

undermines one of the primary reasons for the existence of the state

can't regulate finance

westphalian
state failed

capitalism

Westfailure?
inequality

society

only persists due to lack of viable alternative
perceptions of ordinary citizens more trusted than pretensions of national leaders

e.g. basques

state power in some places
globally is strengthening, while it is
weakening in others

suppressed by force
increased societies
want their own state

some

not strong enough or angry enough to
offer a serious challenge to existing state

e.g. Scotland

Susan
Strange

markets now masters over the
governments of states

growing diffusion of authority to other institutions and authorities

retreat

retreat not experienced by Asia
catholic church

non-state actors in world politics

diasporas

Sammy Cohen
can have aid groups working
together outside state

doesn't mean state is doing any less

power not a
zero-sum game

lots of problems
states can't solve

what does the map reveal and conceal?
ruler could choose belief system within that state

ratification of the peace of Westphalia, 1648
human community which successfully lays claim to the
monopoly of legitimate violence within a certain territory

wooly logic

non state actors may
strengthen states

Weber

resilience
of the state

retreat an
exaggeration
made by others

police

legitimate authority licensed by state

etc
5 main anglo saxon kingdoms

not all states are overwhelmed by crime
doesn't mean loss of power

official King

inability to address global problems
doesn't signal decline of state

c. AD600

rival to the king

almost 2 kings of England

own army

Bishop of Durham

no ruler supreme over a given territory
e.g. local sports team and england

always been non state actors

identify at different levels of loyalty

over time power squeezed out
multiple loyalties

information age

previous narrow tange of who you could
be and what you could think

13th-17th centuries

Hanseatic
League

loyalties now through internet varied and controlled

religion now varied and multiple

economic alliance of trading cities that established and
maintained a trade monopoly along the coast of Northern Europe

overlapping authorities

complexification
of sovereignty

new medievalism too simplistic

states made and world
map could look otherwise

military

not a single threat

e.g. charities call on US govt to work on logistics after Haiti e'quake

modern
state

not inevitable

HOWEVER

effective combination of
territory and sovereignty

disagreement

Richard Falk

new
medievalism

rival to state eventually squeezed out and exiled from England
needs of warfare

driven by

'the autonomous power of the state'

european expansion abroad
e.g. King Xerses

personal sovereignty

recovery of the sacred

despotic
whim of the king if a person lives or dies
an ethnocentric idea

"a system of domination of states and peoples maintained and extended by another state"

imperialism

often involves territorial expansion but can also imply less direct forms of economic and political domination
America is not an empire

US can undertake 'preventive war' at will
global wave of hatred of US
arrogance and militarism

Bush a greater threat to peace than Saddam Hussein

can change
rules at will

WMDs

diferential set of institutions
and personnel embodying

Michael
Mann

imperial
grand
strategy

multiplicity of state functions

maintenance of communications and infrastructures

against or part of modern state system?
"bandits helped make states, and states made bandits"
men at arms who
operated between

Huntington
piracy

US using military power to overthrow dictators
'military entrepreneurs'

giving countries back democracy
should be doing more of this

empire lite

Thomas Gallant

deterritorialised
anti-capitalist resistance

theories of
contemporary
empire

Hardt
and
negri

towers were the epitome of everything empire
loved and hated about the world today

9/11

attackers "missed
the white house"

state formation

suggests it is something else

US
not an
empire

guarantee resources

Marcelo Escalar

hegemony

military force not always required

Krishna
Sankaran
post colonial
theories of the state
globalisation

soft cultural power

political
pressure

US govt impatient
with international ties

US not as sheltered from the rest of the world as Americans have come to think
played into hands of neoconservatives

inspires no confidence
in its longevity

no strategies in
place to do either

fiercely aggressive
foreign policy

9/11

US repeating slogans of 'bringing
democracy' and 'defeating terrorism'

embracing them makes the world a better place
US denial of empire

US values most progressive in the world
empires natural throughout history

despite current bad name, empires have promoted peace and prosperity
embrace

NGOs want US to take an imperial role
someone needs to maintain the channels
of commerce free of pirates and predators

"trading state" increasingly
seen as the way to prosperity

Lal

what do
we do?

purpose of US imperium must be to provide order for
the extension of the liberties promoted by globalisation
replace modern state system with islamic state
islamic rule
share oil wealth evenly

importance of knowing where we live

need a unified islamic state

e.g. Hizb-ut Tahrir

replace

secede
anti globalisation
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image of state

territorial claims

mapping more than explaining where
things are in relation to others
engaging ourselves with places
capturing the
imagination of the public

educating them so they
will fight for their territory

people deprived of freedom to move across certain spaces and
to render them dependent on states for the authorization to do so
postmodern

imperial strategy against states seen as helping terrorist
networks opposed to US polcy in the middle east

powerful tool helping control

Agnew

e.g Britain's decision to support war in Iraq
happy to exercise military power in pursuit of its interests
without the backing of the international community

maps helped
govern territory

'cartographic anxiety'

US adopting an increasingly
imperial approach

rise of actors, institutions and devt
processes that can't be linked to one place

Nicholas
Sanson

scientific map making
19th century

if it was, it would be the only
decentred one in history

send messages to possible
competitors for global domination

reguates prices, tariff barriers etc

encouraged marketization, and by
providing a venue for upward eco mobility

collapse of classical world view
renaissance

exercising hegemonic power
power exercised by bringing places to market
rather than exercising control over territory

helps the rich

modernisation of cartography and the development of state power

Negri

in charge but not control or conquest

state a tool of capitalism

empire

discussion

robbers and tax collectors

participated in power struggles between big men

new empire
capitalism

formal and informal authority
murderers and enforcers

bandits embroiled in peasant mass movements

formation of modern states
without a core so not connected to a state

legality and illegality

non state entities
fine line between

Ignatieff

e.g. Afghanistan

goes against empire

authoritative distribution of
scare material resources

eco redistribution

Fukuyama 1992

US single greatest external threat to most of the world's societies

symbols of the state still important

means of physical violence

military defence / aggression, directed
against foreign foes

Making
states

govt media propaganda

UN virtually an instrument of US power

more resources needed

authoritative binding rule-making

maintenance of internal order

Unmaking
the state

need to be top military
power and will use force on
anyone that challenges it

support for war strongly correlated with these beliefs

territorially demarcated area
monopoly

foreign policy is economic
power of America

e.g. US national
security strategy 2002

political relations radiate outwards

centrality
4 main elements of the state

Making and
Unmaking States

Chomsky
threatens to leave the world
more dangerous and divided

coinage, postal service
etc. important to
growing power of state

capitalist democracies despotically weak
but infrastructurally strong

George Bush

other states must work around, undermine, contain and retaliate against US power
absolute certainty to potential production

power now unrivalled

infrastructural

US global dominance is an empire
war crimes

capacity of state to penetrate civil
society and implement political
decisions throughout the realm

2 sources
of power

an illuminating way to talk about what is happening to contemporary proceses of territory, sovereignty and the state

resist

passports
border patrols

